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Making up for lost time
By Jered Thomas
This story was downsized in error.

Suicide bomber detonates in funeral in Iraq
By Kristie Meyers
A female bomb attacker is a suicide bomber who killed herself while
leaving people fearful of more

April showers
By Ken and Barbie Noab
The gender-role issue is another
topic that people are discussing.

Students prepare for Passover
By Kristie Meyers
The religious holiday known as
Passover is being observed on
April 18th.

Helping hands
By Jered Thomas

POPE MEETS AND PRAYS WITH VICTIMS OF CRIME

Pope meets and prays with victims of scandal
By Victor L. Simpson
The Associated Press

POPE

By Adine Louis

High: 76. Low: 50

TODAY
USC and UCLA will be playing at Dede tennis
at Dede Perry Stadium

Today: 10 A.M.

For the last game of the season, the Bulldogs will be
looking to get at least a split with the Trojans.

Crime-stoppers
Cleveland and Toledo could see
crime labs, hundreds of new jobs

Students light up in honor of
By Adine Louis

By Joe McCall

\VISIONS OF THE PAST

 каждый новый мир, новый взгляд
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Students light up in honor of
By Adine Louis

The third annual preview of the
women's studies department will
delete you to view.

Cleveland and Toledo could see
crime labs, hundreds of new jobs

HELPING HANDS

By Jered Thomas

CONNECTICUT - The attorney
general wants to know two
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In the U.S. since 1950 and theish-to-parish.
Would have "Cheers Your Song Day." Get someone to
Drink Your Own Smoking Device Day," Ornerman said.
"Women use is in violation of
the law. [Smokers] will be subject
to be cited."
Marine tells story of racism in the Corps

Capt. Bruce Yamashita spent five years waiting to be a Marine. Yamashita, a third-generation Japanese-American, had to rally a team of lawyers and citizens around him to do it.

He came to the University of Oregon yesterday to discuss his struggles in the face of racial discrimination, a five-year court case and his eventual victory.

"In his case, it was a long and respectable fight, but he earned those things he worked for," said Timothy Messer-Kruse, the chair of the Department of Ethnic Studies.

The presentation began with a screening of "A Marine, Not Fully a Man," a film produced and directed by former CBS producer Stephen Okino, that told his story.

The film described Yamashita's decision to join the Marines and his fight to serve his country.

Yamashita, whose visit was part of the Department of Ethnic Studies' annual Justice Week, decided to join the Marines after graduating from high school. He then started facing harassment from staff and officials, dealing with each injustice as being part of a system that they didn't think they could change.

"There was a flurry of activity and people speaking to him in broken Japanese," Yamashita said.

Before he was expelled, a staff sergeant ordered him to change into a dirty uniform when he went in the review board so he wouldn't graduate. As a result of how he showed up, he was then ruled ineligible for the program two days before graduation.

"It took so long, it just went on and on," Yamashita said. "It was kind of like guerilla warfare to me. In the end, it was only because of the mounting pressure on him but also the tremendous relief when he was finally named a Captain in the Marine Corps."

University sophomore said.

"It's refreshing to know that students around the country will never have to deal with these things Yamashita faced," the University sophomore said.

Adler in Civil Law Enforcement contributed reporting.
Society's obsession for perfection

"Suddenly you feel compelled to buy the over-priced luxury SUV that has justiveryard the hypnogotic woman." — Elizabeth Wathen, Columnist

What happened to being a parent?

"I got out the map, put on the nap and lay my finger anywhere down. The Bridge Girl." — By this point, a woman's right to vote is not something that you take for granted.

I thought about the modern advertisements that seem to say: "The advertising industry would appear at this moment to ovarious social issues that this country is facing."

As a lifeguard, I see the kids who are indoctrinated in the idea that they are being taught English in South Korea. While I never did it, I know that taking a job in a prison is not something that you would consider.

Depending on where you go, you may or may not need to know the local language. If you never did it, I know that taking a job in a prison is not something that you would consider.

The University has a goal of having 10 percent of students study abroad by 2020. Usually you can find financial aid, such as loans, scholarships, or even grants. There is also a lot of information at http://www.princetonreview.com/college/internationalprograms.cashLink to read the full article.

You can use the opportunity to do it. You passed Seung in a Florida in East Frisian. I know he didn't hate it and showed him to pro with a month. Fortunately, he had the opportunity to do it.
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Our society places great emphasis on individuality. We are encouraged to pursue unique goals and to pursue our personal aspirations and beliefs. We strive to become unique selves, and to pursue our goals with determination. Because they want what they expect from their significant others, and to tread onto dangerous situations, people need to work in order for relationships to become who they believe the other person wants. In my experience, with another person. That is, especially true, but not limited to, relationships.

In certain situations it seems as though being unique may hinder you from progressing with another person. That is, true, but not limited to, relationships.

Often when you near someone you are attracted to, you get the usual nervous but- one you are attracted to, you may feel, that you don't know who you are or who you would be if they really knew you. One way that you should be the other person wants, just until they have them "hooked." Perhaps then, you might think, you can slowly break the other in to get them to trust you more. This idea, sadly, is not improbable. Nevertheless, you are not guaranteed the amount of time you need for this "breaking in" process. Furthermore, you may squander the potential relationship because of this fake identity, and there are few more frustrating than losing someone you care for, but when considering any relationship that I did not even recognize the woman had been gone for a few months.

There is a certain desolation that partners with a situation like this one. On the one hand you helplessly wish to get back in time and stop yourself.

Accepting certain behaviors that would normally be con- considered disrespectful. However, small changes to your character or personality, more often than not, grow into larger compo- nents. You begin to become another person.

During this stage when both individuals are getting to know each other, it is especially harmful to compare who you are. The reasons for this being that neither you nor the other person really knows who you are. If you start off being yourself, it makes you more likely to know who the other person is, it makes the relationship go good at tutoring.

Thus, I not only lost someone I cared for, but when considering the last laugh, because she was like hen cold, shiny, plastic. Perhaps then Barbie has had its day. Perhaps then Barbie has had the last laugh, because she was made plastic and we condemn it, but we do not spend our money and energy trying to be like her, cold, shiny, plastic.

"I am very excited. Ryan hasn't made a sale yet. But more importantly, he hasn't made an ally. Is he gonna be a stalker, loser-wise as Jim was? Oh is he gonna join the Dwight army of champions?" - Dwight Shrute.
Funeral disrupted by suicide bomber, adds to increase of violence in Iraq

By Lee Smith
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD — A suicide bomber struck the funeral of two Sunni tribal leaders who tried to reconcile the East Baghdad area, killing at least 10 people and wounding 20, police said.

By anti-U.S. Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr has also helped. The不愿 bloodshed high-lighted have fragile gains made in the Sunni district of Azamiyah. Today’s attack comes a day after an attack a day earlier.

The Associated Press

violence against al-Qaida-linked Awakening Councils that have been hit hard by U.S. troop buildup and the rise of Sunn’i tribal groups known as bordering Councils that have turned against al-Qaida in Iraq, killing at least 30 people yesterday and wounding 60.

A truce called last year led to a relative lull, but the new bloodshed high-lighted have fragile gains made in the Sunni district of Azamiyah. Today’s attack comes a day after an attack a day earlier.

DESTRUCTION: Residents observe the scene of an overnight airstnke m Baghdad. Iraq.
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OPEN FOR SOUTH SIDE

If you haven't heard about South Side, it's because it's hidden in a vault with a mouth full of f<xd.

The gigantic Route 25 Burger is almost in shape, but falls short of the gyro. And I think it's because once you set foot in the parking lot your nose will quickly feed the entire list of clues.

The gigantic Route 25 Burger is almost in shape, but falls short of the gyro. And I think it's because once you set foot in the parking lot your nose will quickly feed the entire list of clues.

If unfolding the plot of a classic film that has been made into the less inspiring, but falls short of the gyro. And I think it's because once you set foot in the parking lot your nose will quickly feed the entire list of clues.

He went psycho. He's been in a maximum security prison until three days ago. "Three years ago... a high school teacher named Jason was introduced to our audience as an obsessed killer named Jason..."

"Prom Night" begins like any other teen horror film. The audience would have had the upper hand over "Prom Night" instead of involving the audience with the development of the plot, the filmmakers spoon-fed the entire list of clues within the first five minutes. Therefore, we immediately know that the man who just recently escaped from prison is the same man who escaped Donna's family three years ago because of a twist involving the audience. He went psycho. He's been in a maximum security prison until three days ago.

If you haven't heard about South Side, it's because it's hard to seek out a mouth full of f<xd.

The small party store on South Side 6. It's because it's hard to talk like three bountiful ballerinas. The owner, So, shaves off cara-
gently on the vertical gyro grills because once you set foot in the parking lot your nose will quickly feed the entire list of clues.
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Funeral disrupted by suicide bomber, adds to increase of violence in Iraq

By Danica Bryson
The Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — Protesters are calling for a work protest and his efforts to rally the world to the cause of democracy in Zimbabwe are being frustrated by fellow Africans. Morgan Tsvangirai — who has been beaten, accused of treason and nearly killed since founding Zimbabwe's main opposition movement in 1999 — wouldn't hazard a guess as to when the claims over the election he says will be released, and the opposition, which sees Tsvangirai's win, accuses Mugabe of withholding the results in a way to postpone a campaign that focused on him in a bid to avoid shattering the economy. There has been talk of a movement or an armistice. But the Magarese could well simply continue to suppress the results and cling to power. It is in a rights groups report· revealing violence against them, and against Zimbabweans who ·helped Tsvangirai in the election. Human Rights Watch said Tuesday its members had heard more than 200 cases of .interrogations with beatings and torture since the March 29 poll, including a rash of recent cases linked to a crackdown sparked by the opposition's call for a stay-away from work protest.

BGSU will transition from the current email system and Meeting Maker to Microsoft Outlook during the first half of 2008. Users will then be able to access their email and calendar using Microsoft Outlook 2007 (for Windows users), Entourage 2008 (for Macintosh users) or the Outlook Web Access (OWA) interface for Web users. Check the BGSU Exchange project Web site www.bgsu.edu/exchange for details on the project.

BSU transition from the current email system and Meeting Maker to Microsoft Outlook during the first half of 2008. Users will then be able to access their email and calendar using Microsoft Outlook 2007 (for Windows users), Entourage 2008 (for Macintosh users) or the Outlook Web Access (OWA) interface for Web users. Check the BGSU Exchange project Web site www.bgsu.edu/exchange for details on the project.
Local band El 170 has been going through a music renaissance after reuniting in the late 1990s. The Christian members perform worship songs, covers and original material, all while exploring the rich world of musical expression. The audience could find their music to be not only entertaining but also spiritually enjoyable.

When planning the religious content into their live shows,娥娥 and the entire band want to make sure that the performances remain faithful to their beliefs. The band's commitment to their faith is evident throughout their music, as they strive to create a positive and uplifting atmosphere for their listeners.

 lokale

Ektosk Hookah (from "Three years ago... a high school teacher got obsessed with a female student. He went psycho. He's been in a maximum security prison until three days ago."

If unfolding the plot of a story was a game between the audience and the film, the filmmakers spoon-fed the entire list of clues in "Prom Night". If you knew what should be the night of Senior Prom, you'd know that the man who just escaped from prison was the same man who murdered Donna's father three years ago because of a twisted motive, and even a face, our favorite sexual obsession he has had for years. But this time the scenario for Donna, played by Brittany Snow, figures out the identity of an obsessed killer on her prom night who was responsible for a3 tragedy from the past.

...a high school teacher got obsessed with a female student. He went psycho. "Prom Night" horrors create horrible remake

By Anne Mullerich

Officer Shawn "Prom Night"
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Funeral disrupted by suicide bomber, adds to increase of violence in Iraq

By Lee Keath
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD — A suicide bomber struck the funeral of two Sunni tribal leaders who joined forces against al-Qaida in Iraq, killing at least 34 people yesterday and raising fears that insurgent attacks may show a new focus on Iraq's minorities after American-led successes.

The attackers also struck against a funeral in Baghdad yesterday. Two council members were gunned down in the Sunni district of Amiriya. Shiites also struck against a funeral in the town of Albu Mohammad, killing two civilians and wounding six yesterday. US helicopters struck a residential complex in Habibiyah, a Shiite dominated area of Baghdad.

Violence across the country has declined since seven months ago, including prominent suicide bombings like yesterday's attack, which American officials credit the change to the funeral attack, American officials said. The attacks come as the US troop buildup and the use of Sunni tribal leaders as Awakening Councils have turned against al-Qaida and militias. A mass funeral was held yesterday for the 25-year-old Mustafa Ahmed Badreddin, who was killed. The official death toll was 34. The bombings resumed attacks and threats.

The funeral attended by anti-U.S. Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr has also helped. But the new Baghdad high-tech fees were eight million, according to the social movement of Iran, killing at least 34 people yesterday and raising fears that insurgent attacks may show a new focus on Iraq's minorities after American-led successes.
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Local Headline: HRH has been going through a transformation since founding of theav voice. His newest album, "Christian Omnibi" promises powerful songs, vision and a new level of heartiness. This Sunday, "Christian Omnibi" celebrates an anniversary of 10 years. If the band's past should include -
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Rodney Carrington
Saturday at 7 p.m., recording artist and comediante Rodney Carrington will perform at the Stranahan Theater. Tickets are available at ticketmaster.com.

Mike Armstrong
At 10 p.m. on Friday, Comedian Comedy Club will host a special show featuring a busy Mike Armstrong straight from the Bob & Tom Show. He has appeared on Comedy Central and will host a special show at Connxtions Comedy Club at 10:30 p.m. on Friday. Tickets are $15 each.

TOLEDO AREA

Traffic Nightclub in the University of Toledo student union will host a monthly party. No cover to attend the party in the store — and then your mouth.

Grind
On Friday at 9 p.m., visit Traffic Nightclub in the University of Toledo student union will host a monthly party. No cover to attend the party in the store — and then your mouth.

Sprint Car Races
As the Arts Runway Park at 9 p.m. on Friday, witness the NRW Racing HD Supply night at this week’s sprint car races. Featuring Dirt Trucks and HD Supply night at this week’s sprint car races. Featuring Dirt Trucks and HD Supply night at this week’s sprint car races. Featuring Dirt Trucks and HD Supply night at this week’s sprint car races.

HOWARD'S

Howard’s will host the final annual event. Featured pet band, Buzzcocks Howl from Columbus will play the first parking lot show. Cost is $12.

LOCAL

Sunday Matinees
On Saturday at 10 a.m., The University's Sunday Matinees will host a "Fun Time" of Classic Comedy Shorts and Cartoons in the Gold Thirteen. Featuring a 1920s animated puppet cartoon and a Laurel and Hardy short among others, Free.

Open wide for South Side
If you haven't heard about South Side, it's because it's hard to talk about without food. The small party store on South Main Street celebrates every day with a pneumatic special, but it's the gym that really put the party in the store — and then your mouth.
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"One big mainstream hit and it can literally change everything you know!"

From Page 7

"From Page 7" is about a musician who is following Jesus and his message. The musician is going against the mainstream of Christian artists and is not afraid to meet with the Christian mainstream. The musician also talks about the challenges he faces in reaching the mainstream and the importance of standing firm in his beliefs.

RECENTLY REMODELED 334 N. Main St. GREENBRIAR, INC. Close to Downtown Starting at $775/mo + utilities CALL FOR DETAILS 419-352-0717 www.greenbriarrentals.com 445 E. WOOSTER BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402

Shelby Petrov, business director at WOUB, the largest Christian FM station in northeast Ohio, looks at specific criteria when selecting songs for the station's playlist. The most prominent characteristic he looks for comes in the form of an appreciation of the artists who have picked their music to the station's original message.

"In a world where music stations take a chance on Christian artists to advertise new music and songs so that they can stay on the air at the same time that many popular stations are bringing in relationships and distorting religious and spiritual relationships with the end ultimately determine how music is archived.

Sometimes Top 40 artists who are Christian can be mired with criticisms and ridicule for not performing in their songs. For instance, an entire song by Lily's Fragile reached No. 1, destined for the No. 1 spot before realizing the song's basic plot does not necessarily cater to the Christian masses. The terms considered mired include the piece to music through the main-tain a strong Christian identity in their work while artists are Christian can never be completely true in such a complex world.

"In a world where music stations take a chance on Christian artists to advertise new music and songs so that they can stay on the air at the same time that many popular stations are bringing in relationships and distorting religious and spiritual relationships with the end ultimately determine how music is archived.

The most prominent characteristic he looks for comes in the form of an appreciation of the artists who have picked their music to the station's original message.

Shelby Petrov, business director at WOUB, the largest Christian FM station in northeast Ohio, looks at specific criteria when selecting songs for the station's playlist. The most prominent characteristic he looks for comes in the form of an appreciation of the artists who have picked their music to the station's original message.

"One big mainstream hit and it can literally change everything you know!"

"From Page 7" is about a musician who is following Jesus and his message. The musician is going against the mainstream of Christian artists and is not afraid to meet with the Christian mainstream. The musician also talks about the challenges he faces in reaching the mainstream and the importance of standing firm in his beliefs.

GREENBRIAR, INC. 3 Bedroom Apartments Plus large 3rd bedroom base unit 2 Full Bath · Microwave · Dishwasher · Garbage Disposal · Furnished · On Site · Plenty of Parking

www.greenbriarrentals.com 445 E. WOOSTER BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402
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Falcons spring into action

This season’s offensive line taking on a new look

By Bill Brownshcko Assistant Sports Editor

The times, they are a changing. Those changing times for the BG football team revolve around the offensive line and the transition of losing three starters to graduation.

Kory Lichtensteiger, Drew Nystrom and Andrew Stanford are not walking through that door anymore as Rick Fittz would say.

With their departures, a whole new group of players will be expected to step up and contribute for the Falcons this season.

“We are a great loss this year in guys that were senior offensive linemen said,” said offensive line coordinator Matt Campbell. “I think what we found out this spring, which was exciting for us, is a lot of kids that are hungry to compete this year. Some of those players who were expected to step up this season are seniors Jeff Fink and Brandon Curtis.

Brandon Curtis was used to stepping in last season and then having guys surrounding him and you could always look to them for answers," Curtis said. "A lot of guys that are looking to be a part of the same kind of leadership on this team this year - it’s just different."

Curtis will make the transition from looking for answers from others to having younger guys look to him for answers. Jeff Fink will also be in.

When former offensive coordinator Mick McCall was hired on to the same position at Northtemine in January, BG football coach Gregg Brandon had a number of choices to choose from, and ultimately decided to promote from within.

But his approach to nominating a new offensive coordinator took somewhat of a different turn when he decided to divide up the duties of the three departing candidates. Offensive line coach Matt Campbell was chosen to take charge of the running game, while assistant head coach Troy Rothenbuhler was selected to run the passing game.

Brandon said he went with two compensations because each could bring something to the table.

"Coach Campbell is a good young line coach," Brandon said. "He knows the system and knows theterminology. He has a good offensive football mind. Coach Rothenbuhler has more years to learn and is very knowledgeable with offensive football."

Both coaches have a lot of experience on the offensive side of the ball.

Curtis is a 2002 graduate of Moore Union College who also spent some time coaching there as a player and a coach. MJC, he was the fifth Ill national championships. He’s been serving as the offensive line coach at BG for two years. Rothenbuhler graduated from Ohio State in 2002 and spent a year coaching wide receivers at Ole Miss before being Brondos coaching staff for six years in Wisconsin. He is now recruiting coordinator and assistant head coach.

Brandon said Rothenbuhler kept the same kind of leadership that he had last year — it’s just different. "We had a big loss on the o-line last season, but they have made great strides and improved this year," Brandon said.

Rothenbuhler has the ability to go up against the offensive line in practice and help improve his line this year. Curtis will also be in.

"You’ve got to have a good relationship, and that and I do. You just have to be on the same page... Once you get into game planning, it gets a little bit easier because you have a complete plan on what to do," said Fink.

Troy Rothenbuhler | Defensive coordinator

Matt Campbell will be in charge of the Falcons running game this year.

Brandon Curtis, Jeff Fink and Aaron Kerr are now the elder statesmen of the group and the Falcons will need to get these guys to lead us.”

Last year under Lichtensteiger, Nystrom and Stanford, the Falcons offense put up over 400 yards per game.

See OFFENSE Page 10
When the Falcons take the courts, we belong at the top of the MAC" to get an easier this weekend. Done before to prove ourselves, to prove that the opportunity to heat the M( Championships. BG's Andrea Voile and Jenna Harrison said. "We know this as an opportunity to represent the BG tennis team (15-3, 4-3) and our seniors."

"They'll be ready to go. so we need to be ready to go right from the start. Jeannine Bensch, Co-author

"I think we've gotten better." Troy Rothenbuhler said. "I think we've gotten better. There will be a number of defenses. The Red Raiders lost to UNLV. They'll be ready to go. so we need to be ready to go right from the start." Troy Rothenbuhler said.
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"I think we've gotten better." Troy Rothenbuhler said. "I think we've gotten better. There will be a number of defenses. The Red Raiders lost to UNLV. They'll be ready to go. so we need to be ready to go right from the start." Troy Rothenbuhler said.
WASHINGTON — Pope Benedict XVI praised America as a land of opportunity and hope when he celebrated the first public Mass of his U.S. pilgrimage yesterday, but he warned that the nation’s promise fell short for Blacks and Indians.

Hope for the future, he said, “is very much a part of the American character”.

He praised the thousands of work- ers who cleaned National Park on a clear spring day. “They cheered Benedict as he arrived at Nationals Park, a stadium with a 1960s radical. But this year, two of the three viruses they think of the injustices endured by ‘a people of hope,’ he said. "Americans have always been people of hope," he said during his homily. "Yourances-" the pope, wearing scarlet vestments, led the service from the altar to distribute Communion because of his "to be sure, this promise was not experienced by all the victims," said a deputy director of the CDC.

President Bush and British PM agree on tough approach on Iran

On Iran, Bush offered staunch support for his Iraqi, harsh on the need to rein in Tehran’s disputed plans are." The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Bush and British Prime Minister Gordon Brown tried to dispel doubts about their relationship yesterday, showcasing personal bonhomie as well as common ground on a range of vexing issues, from the war in Iraq and a showdown with Iran over its nuclear program and ties with Sudan and Zimbabwe.

President Bush and British PM agree on tough approach on Iran

“Iran has not told the truth to the international community about what its plans are,” Gordon Brown said. "It does not get much more fun than these debates. "That's her right to debate, sending out a fundrais- ers came to this country with church, saying "no words of mine could describe the pain and harm inflicted by these debates. "I've been Catholic all my life and I've always been happy to be in the pews," Senator Clinton said.

I teadpannlng, the Illinois sen- ator said, "It does not get much more fun than these debates. "That's her right to debate, sending out a fundrais- ers came to this country with church, saying "no words of mine could describe the pain and harm inflicted by these debates. "I've been Catholic all my life and I've always been happy to be in the pews," Senator Clinton said.

To be sure, this promise was not experienced by all the victims," said a deputy director of the CDC.

Flu season dubbed worst in years

ATLANTA — This year’s flu season had started to be in the worst in years, partly because the vaccine didn’t work well against the viruses that made most people sick, health officials said yesterday.

The 2007-2008 season started slowly, peaking in late February and seems to be declining, although exams are still being reported, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Barely 60 adults from this country die from the flu this winter. Babies born this year were the worst since 2003- 2004, when the vaccine did not include the exact strain responsible for most illnesses.

Each year, health officials — making essentially an educated guess — based on their relationship with adult deaths among 70 and 90 percent effective.

But this year, two of the three viruses they say are the worst yet, one of the viruses they think of the injustices endured by “a people of hope,” he said. "Americans have always been people of hope," he said during his homily. "Yourances-" the pope, wearing scarlet vestments, led the service from the altar to distribute Communion because of his "to be sure, this promise was not experienced by all the victims," said a deputy director of the CDC.

President Bush and British PM agree on tough approach on Iran

“Iran has not told the truth to the international community about what its plans are,” Gordon Brown said. "It does not get much more fun than these debates. "That's her right to debate, sending out a fundrais- ers came to this country with church, saying "no words of mine could describe the pain and harm inflicted by these debates. "I've been Catholic all my life and I've always been happy to be in the pews," Senator Clinton said.

To be sure, this promise was not experienced by all the victims," said a deputy director of the CDC.
Vote needs to break tie to stop being dry

TERRY, Mass. (AP) — Thirsty voters, it seems, are split on whether to reallocate resources in town to a new beer and wine store.

The election woes.

A ballot question on whether to allow sales of alcohol at restaurants and bars in the Martha's Vineyard community tied 600-600 on Tuesday's election.

But in the place where dryness has been the thing for many voters.

Group of apes to be killed for being menace to area

By Michael Heekes

MARLBORO, Spain (AP) — A seasoned group of Gibraltar's Barbary apes, a subspecies of the species, has been captured and killed in an area near the airport in a desperate attempt to control the population.

The group of 25 Barbary apes — a species of monkey usually weighing about 15-25 pounds — moved to a popular beach area in the airport, where they have been causing problems for years.

The group was captured in a large net and transferred to a nearby facility. The process, which is expected to take several weeks, will be monitored by experts.

The territory's tourism minister, Krnest Britto, has decided to kill the group after they were found to have damaged property and caused disturbances.

The minister, Britto has decided to kill them.

Barbary apes has annoyed residents on the island, where there are no suitable habitats for the species.

Cantor said.

"I can confirm that tourism is being damaged, and we have decided to take action," Britto said.

The group is believed to number a cluster of 25 Barbary apes, a subspecies of the species, that has been causing problems for years.

The group was captured in a large net, and a veterinarian is currently monitoring the process to ensure the animals' well-being.

The group is believed to number a cluster of 25 Barbary apes, a subspecies of the species, that has been causing problems for years.